Abstract. Let A: C(K) -» X be a bounded linear operator where if is a compact Hausdorff space and X is a separable Banach space. Sufficient conditions are given for A to be an isomorphism (into) when restricted to a subspace Y of C(K), such that Y is isometrically isomorphic to a space C(a) of continuous functions on the space of ordinal numbers less than or equal to the countable ordinal a.
1. For a compact Hausdorff space K, C(K) will denote the Banach space of continuous real-valued functions on K with the supremum norm. The Greek letters a, ß and y will be reserved for countable ordinal numbers. We consider the set [0, a] = {y:0 < y < a} to have the order topology and denote C([0, a]) by C(a). Also C0(a) will denote the subspace of C(a) of all functions vanishing at a. The letters X and Y will denote real Banach spaces.
In this paper we give conditions on a bounded linear operator A: C(K) -» X, provided that X is separable, which guarantee that there is a subspace 7 of C(K) with Y isometric to C0(a) such that A is an isomorphism (i.e. a homeomorphism into) when restricted to Y.
To state these conditions on A we define a "Szlenk type" index for operators on a C(K) space. Throughout this paper B will denote a weak* metrizable bounded set of measures in C(K)*. (We identify the dual space C(K)* of C(K) with the regular Borel measures on K.) The notation ¡in -* ¡i will always mean that the sequence of measures {ju"} converges to ¡i in the weak* topology. The notation a" /"a means that a" is an increasing sequence of ordinals with a = sup" an. A simple example illustrating the sets Pa(X, B) is contained in §4.
Let w denote the first nonfinite ordinal. The main result of the paper is the following:
Theorem A. Suppose K is a compact Hausdorff space, 1 > X > 0, and y = u°w here a is a countable ordinal. Let A: C(K) -* X be a bounded linear operator and assume B = {A*(x*): ||x*|| < 1} is weak* metrizable. (This condition on B holds if X is separable.) Assume (1) there is a sequence yn of ordinals with yn />y and a disjoint sequence {G"} of open sets with (G", /xG) G Py (X,B) for some associated measures juG . Then there is a subspace Y of C(K) with Y isometric to C0(wy) such that A restricted to Y is an isomorphism.
We note that assumption (1) in Theorem A is implied by the condition Py(X, B) ¥" 0. Also, if (1) is replaced by the assumption that Py(X, B) ¥= 0, then the subspace Y in Theorem A can be chosen to be isometric to C(wY).
The author is indebted to Dale Alspach (whose paper [1] gave rise to this paper) for many helpful conversations. His paper [2] contains a converse to Theorem A and also shows that the requirement that the sets {G"} be disjoint in assumption (1) is unnecessary.
Theorem A and Alspach's converse [2, Corollary 0.5] combine to give Theorem B. Let A: C(K) -* X be a bounded linear operator where K is a compact Hausdorff space and X is a separable Banach space. Let y -u". Then there is a subspace Y of C(K) with Y isometric to C0(«Y) and such that T restricted to Y is an isomorphism if and only if, for some X > 0, Pß(X, B) ¥= 0 for all ß < y where B= {A*(x*): \\x*\\< 1}.
The assumption that y be of the form ua is essential in Theorem A; however, it is isomorphically unimportant since for any countable ordinal ß there is an ordinal a such that C(ß) is isomorphic to C(wy) where y = io° (see [6] ).
It is hoped that Theorem A and the techniques of this paper will contribute to a solution of the following folklore question: if y is a complemented subspace of C(S) where S is a compact metric space, is Y isomorphic to C(T) for some compact metric space Tf Via the work of Rosenthal [14] and Pelczynski [11] (see also Benyamini [5] ) this question has been reduced to the following:
Question. Let K be a compact metric space and let P: C(K) -» Y C C(K) be a bounded linear projection such that Y* is separable. Then is there a countable ordinal a such that (a) Y contains a subspace isomorphic to C(a) and (b) Y is isomorphic to a complemented subspace of C(a)1 Theorem A provides a method for computing the largest ordinal a satisfying condition (a) of this question.
If 7 is a subspace of X and B is a bounded subset of X*, we say that B norms Y if there is a constant X > 0 such that, for each y G Y, sup{| x*(y) \: x* E B) >\\\y\\. It is a simple observation that if ^4: X -» Z is a bounded linear operator and y is a subspace of X, then A restricted to y is an isomorphism iff {A*z*: \\z*\\ < 1} norms y. Using this observation, Theorem A will be proved in §3 using the following: Theorem 1. Let K be a compact Hausdorff space and let B be a symmetric weak* metrizable set of measures in the unit ball of C(K)*. Let 1 > X > 0 and suppose N is an integer with N > f. //Py(X, B) ¥^ 0 and if ß ■ N < y, then there is a subspace Y of C(K) which is normed by B such that Y is isometric to C(w^).
In the next section the notion of a y family of sets with measures is introduced and used to prove Theorem 1. In §3, Theorem A is derived from Theorem 1 using some of the techniques of §2. §4 has some remarks on the relationship between the sets Pa(X, B) and the sets used in defining the Szlenk index of an operator in [1] . The final section shows that the theorem of Alspach and Benyamini [17] and Billard [18] on the primariness of the spaces C(a) for a a countable ordinal can be obtained as a corollary to the techniques of this paper.
2. y families of sets and the proof of Theorem 1. The proof of Theorem 1 is conceptually quite simple but seems to be unavoidably technical. The proof is broken down into six steps which are outlined here. It is hoped that by referring back to this outline, the reader will be able to maintain a sense of direction as he goes through the proof.
Throughout, K will be a compact Hausdorff space, X > 0 and B a subset of C(K)*.
Step I. We begin by introducing the central concept of a y family of sets in K with X measures taken from B and show that if Pa(X, B) ¥= 0, then such a family of sets and measures must exist (Proposition 2.2). The key proposition, 2.6, is then proved, which gives three conditions (denoted (*), (**) and (***)) on a y family with X measures taken from B which guarantee that C(K) has a subspace isometric to C(coa) which is normed by B.
Steps II-V describe four operations on y families with X measures which yield new families having additional properties.
Step II. In this step it is shown that an arbitrary y family with X measures can be easily trimmed down (by throwing away some sets) so that what is left is still a y family with X measures and, in addition, condition (**) is satisfied.
Step III. In this ugly and technical step it is shown (Proposition 2.8) that, given £ > 0, an arbitrary y family with X measures can be reorganized so that it has the additional property of being " towered" (defined below) and the X measures become X -e measures.
Step IV. Proposition 2.13 shows how, from a given towered y family with X measures, one can pick out a towered ß family (ß not much smaller than y) with X measures which, in addition, satisfies condition (*). The argument used in this step only works for towered families and this is the reason the lengthy Step III had to be included.
Step V. Lemma 2.15 shows how, given e > 0, a y family with X measures satisfying condition (*), can be adjusted to give a y family with (f -2e) measures also satisfying (*) and, in addition, satisfying condition (***).
Step VI. The proof of Theorem 1 is now a matter of putting together the previous steps.
STEP I. The central concept of this section is the following: Definition. Let y be a countable ordinal. Then a family 5" of nonempty open subsets of K is a y family if for each a with 0 < a < y there is a subfamily ?Fa of ÇF such that 'S has the following six properties:
(1) 9= Ua<y?fa and if G, and G2 are in f, then G, n G2 = 0 or G, C G2 or G2 C G,.
(2) 9 is a single set which we denote by Gy and, if G G 9, then G C Gy, and U {H E<$:H <ZG,H^G) CG. (4) If G G ffp and a < ß < y, the set {H: H C G and ¿7 G ?Fa} is infinite. This notion of a y family of sets will be used to construct subspaces of C(K) which are isometric to C(w"). In order to get normed subspaces we need the following additional structure.
If 1 > X > 0, a y family 9 is called a y family with X measures if for each GEÎ there is a measure p,G such that:
(5') If G_EjFß+], then there is a sequence {G"} of disjoint subsets of G with each G" G ^, U G" C G and ftGn -ftG, (6' ) If G G IFß, where /? is a limit ordinal, then there is a sequence (G") of disjoint subsets of G such that G" G ^ , ß" /ß, U G" C G and juGn -* /xG.
(
The standard y family íFof sets on [0, wY] is made into a y family with 1 measures if for each set (ß0,ß\] G <3, we associate the point mass ju^ .
Our objectives in STEP I are first to show that if Py(X, B) ¥= 0, then there exists a y family of sets with X measures taken from B (Proposition 2.2) and, secondly, to establish three conditions (Proposition 2.6) on a y family with X measures which are sufficient to imply the existence of a subspace of C(K) isometric to C(wY) which is normed by the measures associated with the y family of sets.
We establish some notation and operations on y families with X measures which will be used repeatedly in the following. Let S7 be a y family with X measures. A subset *%' of "¿F is a y subfamily with X measures if it is also a y family with the same measures and ®s'a = §a n $'. If G G ^a, then <$\ G is an a family with X measures in an obvious way.
In many of the transfinite induction arguments which follow, the successor and limit ordinal cases will use parts (a) and (b), respectively, of the next lemma. The proof, which is an exercise with definitions, is omitted. Proposition 2.2. Suppose 1 > X > 0 and (G, nc) E Py(X, B). Then there is a y family < §with X measures such that if H E '¿F then fiH E B and G = Gy and /iG = /xG . We omit the proof, which is a simple transfinite induction argument using Lemma 2.1.
We now show how a y family of sets in K gives a subspace isometrically isomorphic to C(wY).
For a compact metric space 5, the derived sets Sa for each countable ordinal a are defined by transfinite induction as follows: Let S° -S and if a = ß + 1, s G S" if there is a sequence sn G Sß with s = Um sn. If a is a limit ordinal, Sa = Uß<a Sß or, equivalently, s G 5a if there is a sequence {sn} with sn -> s,sn E Sß-and ßn 7>ß.
For a set G, Xc wiH denote the characteristic function of G. If 9 is a y family of sets, ^4(?F) will denote the normed closed Banach algebra of functions (in the space of bounded functions on K) generated by the family {xG: G G 'S). Then A (9) is isometrically and algebraically isomorphic to C(T) for some compact metric space T. (T is metrizable since A(9) is separable.) Proposition 2.3. Suppose 9 is a y family of sets. Then A(?) has a subspace isometric to C(wY).
This proposition follows immediately from the next two lemmas.
Lemma 2.4. Suppose $ is a y family of sets. Then Ty ¥= 0 where C(T) = A(<B).
Proof. For each G E<5, the image of \c in C(T) is a characteristic function of some closed and open set which we denote by G. If G, C G2 or G, n G2 = 0 then, respectively, G, C G2 or G, n G2 = 0. The lemma follows from the next claim.
Claim. If a < y and G G %, then G DTa ¥= 0. If a -0 the claim is clear since G C T°. If a = ß + 1 and G G <$a, then by (5) there is a sequence {G"} of disjoint open sets with G" C G and G" G Wß. By induction we can choose tn G G" n 7^. Then any limit point of the distinct sequence {/"} is in G fi T". The proof, if a is a limit ordinal, is similar and the lemma is proved.
Lemma 2.5. Let S be a compact metric space and suppose that Sa ¥= 0. Then C(S) contains a subspace isometric to C(coa).
Proof. We give a sketchy proof of this well-known fact. First, if S is uncountable, then S contains a subset homeomorphic to the Cantor set A [8, p. 158] . Thus C(A) is isometric to a subspace of C(5) via an extension operator [12, Theorem 6.6] . A simple argument shows that any totally disconnected compact metric space is homeomorphic to a subset of A. Thus [0, <oa] C A and an extension operator gives C(ua) isometric to a subspace of C(A) and thus C(S).
On the other hand, suppose S is countable. Let ß be the last ordinal such that Sß ¥= 0 and suppose Sß has n points. Then S is homeomorphic to [0, co^ti] [10, p. 21; 9, p. 103 or 4, Theorem 2]. Since 5°^ 0, ua =s wßn and thus [0, ua] is a subset of [0, ußn] -S. An extension operator gives C(«a) isometric to a subspace of C(S) and the lemma is proved.
The next proposition, which completes STEP I, gives three conditions on a y family of sets with X measures taken from B, guaranteeing that a subspace isometric to C(uy) is normed by B. Then there is a subspace ofC(K) which is isometric to C(wY) which is (X -5e)-normed y '
Proof. For each G G ÍF choose a closed set F with Ufi/ef: H C G, H ¥= G} C F CG and | ¡xG | (G\F) < e. Choose fG G C(K) such that fG = 1 on F, fG = 0 outside G and 0 </G < 1. The desired subspace is the closed linear span of {/G: G G 9} which we denote by Y. We will establish that the correspondence Xc ~* /g for G G f uniquely determines an isometry of AC §) onto Y and that Y is normed by B.
Step 1. ||2"=, û,-Xc,.ll = ll2"=i aifc,-II for a11 finite collections {G,} from «Fand real numbers a¡.
Let h = 2"=I a,xc, and ^ = 2"=, a,/G, Let x G A:. Since for i ^/, G, n Gy = 0, G, C G-or Gj C G,, we may reorder the sets {G,} such that x G G, C G2 C • • • C Gk and G, n Gk¥=0 for k < i < n. Then tj(x) = a, +-ha^.
Also T/i(x) = aJG¡(x) and y is (X -5fi)-normed by B. This finishes the proof.
In the following four steps we show how the crude y family of sets with X measures, whose existence is implied by the assumption that Py(X, B) ¥= 0, can be improved by some trimming and modification to satisfy conditions (*), (**) and (***) of the last proposition.
STEP II. The next proposition shows that condition (**) is easy to obtain. Proposition 2.7. Let 'S be a y family with X measures. Then for every e > 0 there is a y subfamily 9' of ^ such that
Proof. We use induction on y. Since the proposition is clear for y = 0 and since the successor and limit ordinal cases are similar, we prove only the limit case. By (6') let {G"} be a disjoint sequence of subsets of Gy such that G" G W, y"/y and HG -* ¡iG . Choose a subsequence {G" } such that | /iG | ( U;G" ) < £. For each i, let ?Fn be a yn subfamily of 9\ Gn such that (**) is satisfied. Then "¿F' is obtained as in Lemma 2.1 using the sequences {G" } and Wn . Condition (**) is immediate and the proposition is proved.
STEP III. A little more work seems necessary to get condition (*). We first show in Proposition 2.8 that a y family with X measures can be modified to yield a "towered" y family (defined below). Then Proposition 2.13 shows how we obtain condition (*) from a towered y family. Definition. A y family "íFwith X measures will be called a towered y family with X measures if it satisfies: (8) If G G % and a < ß < y, then there is an H G 9ß with G C H. (Note that (3) implies the set H is unique.) (9) If G G ^3 where ß is a limit ordinal, then there is an H G % such that lima</8 nH = juG where Ha C G is the unique set in 9a containing H.
The standard y family with 1 measures on [0, wY] is towered. However, the crude y family with X measures constructed under the assumption that Py(X, B) ¥= 0 is not towered, since the procedure in Lemma 2.1(b) does not give a towered family. Proposition 2.8. Let B be a metrizable set of measures and let 1 > X > 0. Suppose 9 is ay family with X measures taken from B. Then for every e, with X > £ > 0, there exists a towered y family 9r' with (X -e) measures taken from B such that 9' = 9 .
For the proof of this proposition we will need three lemmas.
Lemma 2.9. Let 9 be a y family with X measures. Suppose the set of measures associated with 9 is metrizable. Suppose a < ß < y and G G %. Then there is a disjoint sequence {Gn} of subsets of G with G" G <Safor each n such that ¡uG -* nG and UBG"CG.
Proof. We use induction on ß considering a to be fixed. If ß = a + 1 the lemma follows from (5'). Suppose the lemma holds for all ordinals smaller than ß. Then by either (5') of (6') there is a sequence {G"} of disjoint subsets of G such that jiiG -» ¡xG, U G" C G and GnE(Sß where ßn < ß. Since each juG is a limit of measures associated with sets in 9a contained in G", the lemma follows since the set of measures associated with iFis metrizable.
The proof of Proposition 2.8 is by induction; however, Lemma 2.1 does not work in the limit ordinal case since the y family constructed there is not towered. The next lemma will be used in its place.
Lemma 2.10. Suppose \>X>e>0, Bisa metrizable set of measures, F is an open subset of K and ¡iF is a measure with | ¡u,F | (F) s* X. For each n>llet'3nbea towered yn family ofX measures taken from B such that y" /y. Denote C%n) by Fn and assume {Fn} is a disjoint sequence, U F" C F and ¡iF -> fiF-Suppose that for each n > 2 there is an Hn G (9n) _ +1 such that, if y"_, < a < y" and H is the unique set in (%)a containing Hn, then | ¡uH | ( U"J,1 F¡) < «. Then there is a towered y family ?F <?/ ( X -e) measures taken from B such that ?Fy = F.
Proof. We begin by defining the sets <Sa and associated measures. For 0 *£ a < y,, let 9a = Un(ÍFn)a where the associated measures are the same and let 9 = {F} where ¡iF is the measure given in the lemma. Suppose y, < a < y. There is a unique integer k with yk_{ < a < yk. Let Da be the unique set in C$k)a containing Hk and let Ea = Da U (U*~l F"). Define % = {£"} U (Un>k(%)a)x{Da).
Thus % is exactly the same as the union of the (%)a except that the set Da is replaced by the larger set Ea. Let /x£ = ¡uD and let the other associated measures be the same.
Finally let f = U^/^. "¿F satisfies conditions (1) and (2) by definition and (3) follows from the disjointness of the sets {Fn} (thus Ea is disjoint from the other sets in 9a).
Note that if G G ®sß then either G E( §n)ß for some ti or else G = Eß. Thus the verification of the remaining conditions which íFmust satisfy each fall into two cases.
We note two simple facts regarding ÍF: (a) If y, < a < ß < y, then Ea C Eß and Eß is the only set in ^ containg Ea.
(b) If a < ß and G G (%)ß for some n, then Ea D G = 0. Thus if H G (%)a and H CG, then H G %.
For (4) suppose G G <$ß and a < ß < y. If G G (%)ß for some n, then {H G %: H C G) = {H G (%)a: H CG} is infinite since Ea n G = 0. On the other hand, if G = i^, then Dß C Eß and {/7rG'iFa://CG}is infinite since it contains all of the family {H G 9a: H C Dß) except possibly the one set Da.
For (6') let G G ®iß where ß is a limit ordinal. For G G (%)ß for some ti, the argument is like the one for (5') and is omitted. So suppose G = Eß. Again since Dß C Eß and Dß G (%)ß for some 72, we get a disjoint sequence {Gk} of subsets of Dß such that Gk G (%)ß , ßk/ß and ¡uG -» nD -¡iG. If an infinite number of the Gks are in ?F, we are done by passing to a subsequence. So suppose Gk is not in 9 for all but a finite number of k 's. Then Gk -Dßk. Passing to a subsequence we may assume Gk = Dßk for each k. By Lemma 2.9 choose Qk E('Sn)ßk_i such that Qk C Gk and d(nQk, ¡i.Gk) < {-where d is the metric on B. Then Qk¥= Dß since the sets G,;. = Dßk are disjoint. Then {Gj^} is a disjoint sequence in f with /xßi -> jtiG and Qk^-% _t and ß^., ,"/} and (6') is established.
The verification of conditions (5), (7), (8) and (9) is straightforward and tedious, and therefore is omitted. This finishes the proof of the lemma.
The proof of the next "Rosenthal type" proposition is given in the next section. (8) and (9) are easily verified so 9' is a towered y family with (X -e) measures.
Next suppose y is a limit ordinal and e > 0 and assume the proposition holds" for all a < y. We will use Lemma 2.10. First use (6') to get a sequence {Gn} of disjoint open sets in Gy such that G" E (f )v y"/y, Mc" -* /¿c and U"G" c Gy APPty Proposition 2.11 to the sequence 9\ Gn of y" families, and we may assume that for each « we have a y" family with X measures such that C¿F")y -Gn, and if G G 9n, then IMcKLL^G,-) < f. Applying the inductive hypothesis to each % yields a towered y" family ?Fn' with (X -f) measures such that (%)y = Gn. Lemma 2.10 is now satisfied by letting Hn, for 71 5* 2, be any set in (9") _ +1 and Proposition 2.8 is proved.
STEP IV. Once we have a towered family, Proposition 2.13 below shows we can pass to a restricted family (with a reduction in y) which satisfies condition (*).
The elementary proof of the next lemma is omitted.
Lemma 2.12. Let G be an open set and suppose ¡xn -» /x. Then |/i|(G)^sup|Ju"|(G). Proposition 2.13. Let 9 be a towered y family with X measures taken from a metrizable set of measures. Let e > 0 and suppose N is an integer with j¡ < e. Suppose that \\(iG\\ < 1 for each G G <5. Ify s* ßN, then there is a subset <5' of % such that W is a towered ß family with X measures and condition (*) is satisfied, i.e. if Gß = 9ß, then for each GE<$',\pG\ (Gß\G)*¿e. where G" is the unique element of <Sßn containing G. There must be at least one integer n E[\, N] such that \nG\(G"\G"_l)<jj<e since {G, \G0, G2\G,,.. .,GN\GN_l} is a sequence of N disjoint sets and ll/iGll < 1. Define/(G) to be such an integer n.
To finish the proposition we need the following lemma.
Lemma 2.14. Let 'Sbe a y family with X measures and let N be a positive integer. Let f: *ÍF0 -* [1, N] be an arbitrary function. Then there is a y subfamily 'S' with X measures such that f is constant on 9¿.
Proof. We use induction on y. The lemma is trivial for y = 0. Since the limit and successor ordinal cases are similar we prove only the limit case. Suppose y is a limit ordinal and the lemma holds for a < y. By (6') there is a disjoint sequence {G"} of subsets of Gy such that GnEcSy,yn/y and ¡iGn -» ¡iG . Let 9n be a y" subfamily of < §\ Gn with X measures such that/is constant on (%)0-Then there is a subsequence n¡ such that/takes the same value on each (?F" )0. Now apply Lemma 2.1 using the sequence {G" } and the lemma is proved.
We can now finish the proof of Proposition 2.13. Applying the last lemma yields a y subfamily 'S" of '■'Fand an integer ti such that if G G %', then/(G) = ti, i.e., (P) I Mc I (3, \ <?"_,) <e.
To define 9', let Gß be any set in 9ßn. Roughly speaking, <S' will just be 9" | Gß with all the sets in ('S" | Gß)a thrown away for a < (n -l)ß. For each ordinal a with 0 < a < ß, let 9¿ = {H: H C Gß and H G /$"-1)+a} and let <$ß' = {Gß}. Finally let ÇF' = Uas;/3 9^'. For H G 9', nH is the same as ¡iH when H is considered as an element of 'S" or 'S. The fact that 'S' is a. ß family with X measures is straightforward. It remains to be shown that if G G 'S', then | ¡iG \ (Gß \ G) < e. Suppose G G 9¿. Then G G Fß"(n_ 1)+a. Applying Lemma 2.9, let {Gk} be a sequence of sets in 'Sq with U^Gfc C G such that /xGt -» juG. Condition (P) says that | ¡iG \ (Gß \ G") < j¿ since G^ must be the unique set in 9ßn containing Gk and similarly for G. Since lMcl(G>,\G)<|/ic| (g^\ U G") < sup I/IcJÍg^n U gĴ sup \fiGj(Gß\Gn)^ -<E by Lemma 2.12 and the proposition is proved. STEP V. One last detail must be taken care of before we can prove Theorem 1. The difficulty is that Proposition 2.2 gives a y family whose measures satisfy 1 Mc I (G) > X; however, in Proposition 2.6 we need the stronger condition (***) PgÍG) > X. Proof. The proof is a simple induction on a using the following facts (see [15] ): uß+l = sup" uß ■ n and, if a is a limit, then w" = sup^<a uß.
Proof of Theorem A. Suppose yn /y and {G"} is a disjoint sequence of sets with (G", nG) E Pn(X, ß). Choose e with 0 < e < -f^ and choose N with N > f. For each 7i, by the last lemma, y" • N < y so there is a k > n with y" ■ N <yk. Thus passing to a subsequence, we may assume that for each n, y" • N^yn+].
Since G"+i G Py (X, fi), by Proposition 2.2, there is a yn+, family 9n+, with X measures such that (^"+i)y = G"+|. Applying Propositions 2.8, 2.13 and 2.7 exactly as in the proof of Theorem 1, we obtain a y" family 9¿ with (X -4e) measures such that, letting Hn -(9¿) , Hn C G"+, and conditions (*) and (**) of Proposition 2.6 are satisfied. Next, using Proposition 2.11, and passing to a subsequence of {//"} and to y" subfamilies 9¿' of 9¿, we may assume that, in addition to (*) and (**) of Proposition 2.6 being satisfied for each 9¿', we also have for each n, if G G 9¿, then I Mg I (Ufc,tn Hk) < e. It is now easily checked as in Proposition 2.6, that if Y is the closed linear span of {xG: for some n, G E 9¿'} then Y is normed by B and Y contains a subspace isometric to C0(wY). This finishes the proof of Theorem A.
In order to prove Proposition 2.11 we need the next lemma.
Lemma 3.2. Let 9 be ay family with X measures, F a measurable set in K and e > 0. Suppose that for every y subfamily 9' of 9, there is a G G 9¿ such that \¡iG\(F)> e.
Then there is a y subfamily 9" of 9such that if G E 9¿', then \ nG | (F) s* e.
Proof. Using induction on y, the lemma is trivial if y = 0. We omit the successor ordinal case since it is similar to the limit case.
Suppose y is a limit ordinal. Let {G"} be a disjoint sequence of subsets of Gy such that GnE9y,yn7ly
and ¡iGn -> ¡uGy. (Note that if this inequality holds for every G G (9'k)0, then it holds for every G G 9'k by Lemmas 2.9 and 2.12.) We will obtain a contradiction from the negation of the above statement. Thus assume that for every/? there is a k(p) G Mp such that for every yk(p) subfamily 9k(p) of 9k(p), there is a G G (9'k(p))0 such that \pG\( U {Gr,iEMp,i^k(p)})^e.
Thus by Lemma 3.3 there is a yk(p) subfamily 9k(p) of 9k(p) such that for every G E (9'k\p))0, |í1g|(U{G,,/GM/),/^^(/?)})>e.
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For a bounded set B in the dual X* of a Banach space X and for X > 0, we inductively define (following [1] ) for each ordinal a, a Szlenk set P*(X, B) C X* as follows: P0*(X, fi) = fi and if a = ß + 1 then P*(X, B) = [b: there is a sequence (&")"=, C Pß*(X, B) and a sequence (aX=i C X with ||a"|| < 1 such that bn -> b (weak*) and an -» 0 (weakly) and Urn sup (bn, an)> X}. If a is a limit ordinal then P:(X,B)= Uß<aPß*(X,B).
The following lemma is trivial. Finally we give a simple example to show that P*(e, B) can be nonempty but P2(X, B)= 0 for all X > 0.
Example. Let K be the space consisting of two sequences {x"} and {yn} with x" -» x0 and yn -» y0 where x0 ¥= y0. Let B = {¡i E C(K)*: ||/i|| < 1} and let ntJ = R, + H, where 8X E C(K)* is defined by 8X(F) = F(x) for each F G C(K).
Then n0J G P*({, B) since nu -* ix0J (weak*) and if Ft -X{X,) tnen F,■ ~> ° weakly and (fiip F¡)= {-. Also ¡u^ G P2*(i, fi) since \i0j -> /i^ weak* and x{>,} -» 0 weakly and (n0j, X{yy}>= 2 for every/. Thus P2*(i fi) ^ 0. However, P2(X, B) = 0 for every X > 0 since P2(X, B) ¥^ 0 implies there is a 2 family of sets in K and then Lemma 2.4 implies that the second derived set K2 is nonempty. However, K2 = 0 (since A:1 has 2 points) and thus P2(X, B) -0 for every X > 0. This completes the example.
5. Primariness of the spaces C(a). In this section we show how the following result of Alspach and Benyamini [17] and Ballard [18] can be obtained from the techniques of this paper.
